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Introducing IE #1
•

IE framework (aka. the ‘Bridgehead
Methodology’) = relevant for:
1. risk analysis & assessment to
2. risk management & for
3. helping facilitate resilience.

MAP1MAP3

Advanced Intelligence Analysis + Engineering - AIAE
Mapping Sheet #3
Advanced Intelligence Analysis + Engineering - AIAE
Fusion grid = mapping System Attributes/Variables + Levels
Mapping Sheet #1
for each specified SoS unit of analysis* - e.g. using PMESII model: Political; Military;

•

Done for much-needed sophisticated:

Economic; Social; Informational/Intelligence; Infrastructural (*show which is selected for focus)
Overall ‘Situational Awareness’ Evaluation (SoSA/G-J2)
Internal
Trends (+
External
Effects +
CONTEXT APPRECIATION - Observe + Orient
influences /
Types +
Conditions
Rationale
dynamics/
Functions
influences /
Outcomes

!

System attributes/
variables >
e.g. inc. captures +
covers...? >

-----------------

SoSA units (e.g.
PMESII):

System Attributes/
Variables>

-----------------

Internal
influences /
factors
‘Who?’ /
‘Which?’

Rationale
‘Why?’

Types +
Forms
‘What?’

Conditions
+ Terms
‘When?’

Trends (+
dynamics/
flows)
‘Where?’

factors

‘Levels’ (of interactivity/
‘Who?’ /
implementation/
External
engineering): Effects
‘Which?’
+

Forms
‘What?’

‘Why?’

+ Terms
‘When?’

flows)
‘Where?’

‘How?’

factors
‘Who?’ / ‘Which?’

‘What?’ /
‘S.W.O.T.’

influences /
factors

Functions
‘How?’

Outcomes
‘What?’ /
(e.g. Ideas/Why
realise?) ‘S.W.O.T.’
‘Which?’

Ideological
‘Who?’ /

Theoretical

MAP2 MAP4
(e.g. Aspirations/Why do?)

Political
(inc. law/legislation)

Strategic

(e.g. Directions/How go?)

Military

➡

(a) ‘context
appreciation’ (analysis +
assessment - G/J2 work) + then

Policy

(e.g. Aims/Where go?)

Economic
Social
(inc. sociological +
cultural)

Informational/
Intelligence
(inc. technological)

Infrastructural

Operational
Advanced Intelligence Analysis
+ Engineering - AIAE
(e.g. How/What realise?)
Mapping Sheet #2

Advanced Intelligence Analysis + Engineering - AIAE
Mapping Sheet #4
OVERVIEW SNAPSHOT SUMMARY
At a minimum for context consider + fuse:

Tactical
Overall ‘Mission Accomplishment’
Guide (SoSE/G-J3)
(e.g. How/What do?)
SOLUTION FASHIONING
Decide + Act
Individual-(as
SoSA units (e.g. PMESII) >
-----------------

‘Levels’ (of interactivity/
implementation/
engineering):

‘professional’)

Political
(inc. law/
legislation)

Military

(e.g. What/Which
realise?)
Social

Economic

(inc. sociological
+ cultural)

Personal

(e.g. Who do?)

(inc. environment[al])

Informational/
Intelligence
(inc. technological)

Privacy

"

(A1) Events buffer
- e.g. what? when? where?

(A) ‘Key Actors’ - e.g. who?
Infrastructural

(inc. environment[al])

(e.g. OC groups, individuals, other ‘targets’, etc.)

Ideological

(A2) Patterns - e.g. how?
(A3) Drivers - e.g. why?

(e.g. Ideas/Why realise?)

Theoretical
(e.g. Aspirations/Why do?)

Strategic
(e.g. Directions/How go?)

Policy
(e.g. Aims/Where go?)

(B1) Events - e.g. what? when? where?

(B) ‘forces/factors of change’
- e.g. what activity?
(e.g. SOC areas, etc.)

Operational

(B2) Patterns - e.g. how?
(B3) Drivers - e.g. why?

(e.g. How/What realise?)

Tactical
(e.g. How/What do?)

Individual (as
‘professional’)
(e.g. What/Which realise?)

➡

(b) improved ‘solutionfashioning’ (engineering +
building/synthesis - G/J3 tasks)

Personal
(e.g. Who do?)

(C) ‘possible
change over
buffer
time’ - e.g. when? / where?
Privacy

(e.g. environment, PESTLE/PMESII [SoSD] indicators,
SWOT, etc.)

(C1) Events - e.g. what? when? where?
(C2) Patterns - e.g. how?
(C3) Drivers - e.g. why?

Aim = capture: (i) the players; (ii) their relationships; (iii) their drivers (e.g.
their means, motives & opportunities).
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Advancing IE
#2

Body
Gender
Sex
Family
Senses
Needs - e.g. water,
food, health, etc.

B
Behavioural

SoSD
(factors/indicators)
in action:
e.g. HSCB
(as used by e.g. US Military)

H
Human

Technology-use
Attitudes
Perceptions
Command+Control
Rationalities
Governance
etc.

Focus:
Theme(s)/
Issue(s)/
Problem(s)/
Hazard(s)/
Risk(s)/
Threat(s)

C
Cultural

S
Social

Socio-cultural
Values + Norms
Education
Mobility
Lifestyle
Demographics
Free time, etc.

Art
Music
Customs
Communication
Learning/Training
Activities
etc.

Source: Adapted & expanded from L. Madureira, ‘Market and Competitor Analysis: Real Exercise’, ch. 8 in
W.J. Lahneman & R. Arcos (eds), The Art of Intelligence (Rowman & Littlefield, 2014), p.133.
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Advancing IE #3
•

IE ‘toolbox’ consists of:
➡

5x ‘toolsets’ offering ‘tools’

➡

Each ‘toolset’ = a bite-sized
IE process ‘step’

➡

In turn, each ‘step’ =
progressed linearly in a
‘building’ manner.

➡

Overall IE process =
arranged as a
(semi-)structured analytical
framework for risk.

!
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A comprehensive,
structured analytical
framework for
helping address
(3) Each ‘system’ in
& better manage
SoSD has following
UNCERTAINTY
variables/attributes:

(1) Choose focus:
Theme(s)/
Issue(s)/
Problem(s)/
Hazard(s)/
Risk(s)/
Threat(s)

(2) Select which
‘System of Systems
Dynamics’ (SoSD)
to use:
STEEP(L) [B.I.]/
PESTLE [EUROPOL]/
PMESII [NATO]/
DIME [USMIL.]/
(i) internal influences/factors;
Specific
HSCB [USMIL.]
(ii) rationale;
(iii) types & forms;
Clear
Timely
(iv) conditions & terms;
Meeting
STARC
(v) trends (inc. SWOT);
criteria
(vi) functions;
(vii) external influences/factors;
Accurate
Relevant
+
(viii)
(5) Identify A+B+C = ‘Signifier Node’:
effects & outcomes
(A1) Events - e.g. what? when?

?

(A) ‘Key Actors’ - e.g. who?
(e.g. OC groups, individuals, other
‘targets’, etc.)

(B) ‘forces/factors of
change’ - e.g. what activity?

where?
(A2) Patterns - e.g. how?
(A3) Drivers - e.g. why?
(B1) Events - e.g. what? when?
where?
(B2) Patterns
- e.g. how?

FUSION!
(C1) Events - e.g. what? when?
(C) ‘possible change over
Combine all outputs
where?
time’ - e.g. when? / where?
(C2) Patterns
- e.g. how?
from STEP 4 to
(C3) Drivers - e.g. why?
extract +
Aim = capture:
ID
(i) the players; (ii) their relationships; (iii) their
drivers (means, motives & opportunities).
(e.g. SOC areas, etc.)

(e.g. environment, PESTLE/PMESII [SoSD]
indicators, SWOT, etc.)

(B3) Drivers - e.g. why?

Each of factors included in
STEPS 2-4 can be listed/
mapped via grids/matrices
for transparency, traceability
& accountability

(4) In turn, each ‘system
variable/attribute’ has
following ‘levels’:
(i) Ideological
(ii) Theoretical
(iii) Strategic
(iv) Policy
(v) Operational
(vi) Tactical
(vii) Individual (as ‘professional’)
+
(viii) Personal
(high-low; macro-micro ranging)

Adam D.M. Svendsen, PhD (2015)
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See book: A.D.M. Svendsen, Intelligence Engineering (R&L: 2017),©p.71,
91-92.

MAP 1

How to put it all together? #1
Overall ‘Situational Awareness’ Evaluation (SoSA/G-J2)
! CONTEXT APPRECIATION - Observe + Orient
CORONAVIRUS

System attributes/
variables >
e.g. inc. captures +
covers...? >
-----------------

SoSA units (e.g.
HSCB):

Human

Social

Internal
influences /
factors
‘Who?’ /
‘Which?’

Rationale
‘Why?’

Employees,
passengers,
patients

mis-judge risk,
denial, false
hope

Isolation/‘strand
ed employee’,
contagious,
censorship, test,
misinformation

major incident
(s) declared,
spread/lack of
containment

Screening

Emergency
funding,
wash-hands,
self-isolate

30mins / 1hr

Conditions +
Terms
‘When?’

Functions
‘How?’

Higher fatality rate Turmoil,
than flu. Limits on globalisation
testing
backlash, anxiety
kept/dropped?

Reporting suppression?

Impacts
different
cultures
same/differently
?

Different
Jeopardises China
economic
study programmes
impacts. Travel
restrictions-lack of
tourists...

Stockpiling,
wearing/not
facemasks

Event
cancellations,
meetings
stopped

Quarantined
Supply-chain
Short-term
shutdowns/impact economic shock
s- noshows.
with rebounds soon.
Change use of
healthcare industry.
More working from

Social media
impacthelps/hurts?
Shutdowns.

Social media early
callout of virus?
Impacts &
opportunities for
change.

External
influences /
factors
‘Who?’ /
‘Which?’

Medical/biologica
l impacts on
body; different in
different
seasons?

More than one
type of
coronavirus?
Impact on
animals?
Infection factors
Conspiracies,
stockpilinghelpful or not?
Flying-impact on
airlines?

Cultural

Behavioural

Types +
Forms
‘What?’

Trends (+
dynamics/
flows)
‘Where?’

Warming spring
temperatures-imp
act? How
compares to
SARS,MERS,
etc.?
Precautions.
'Infodemic';
Disruption.
evidence-based
Compensations. decisions rare?
Business
Control of info.
continuity
implications.
Affects
Different country
men/women/chil comparisons?
dren differently

See book: Intelligence Engineering, pp.67-70.

Amateur/professi
onal?
Well-equipped/pr
epared? Change
activity?
Fast-research

Effects +
Outcomes
‘What?’ /
‘S.W.O.T.’

Different
according to age,
gender, etc.
Curable?

Uncertainty
surrounding 'how
bad will get?'
Where/when
peak?
Moving of James
Bond film launch.

Exacerbates
anti-social
behaviour,
racism?
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MAP2

How to put it all together? #2
Overall ‘Mission Accomplishment’ Guide (SoSE/G-J3)
SOLUTION FASHIONING - Decide + Act
"
SoSA units (e.g. HSCB) >
-----------------

‘Levels’ (of interactivity/implementation/
engineering):

Ideological

Human

Social

Cultural

China - health/politics nexus?

Maoism in China-impact on
virus?

Enforcement of counter-measures racism, xenophobia exposed?

Question: How started? Not in
lab in Wuhan.

Conspiracy theories
(quantity/quality), spread.

Changes research modus operandi;
stopping of group gatherings - e.g.
communal meals in China.

Search for cure

Impact on economies.
Remote/home-working vs. office
Comparing different countries' work; closing of schools, cinemas,
approaches to tackling the virus. e.g. Italy.

(e.g. Ideas/Why realise?)

Theoretical
(e.g. Aspirations/Why do?)

Strategic
(e.g. Directions/How go?)

Policy
(e.g. Aims/Where go?)

Operational

(e.g. How/What do?)

Impact on economic markets;
eroding
neoliberalism/globalisation,
etc.?
More worries, so stockpiling?

Stronger
Protection/Prevention
actions?

Country health policies/phases- Stopping pandemic-panic
e.g. UK to: Contain; Delay;
Research; Phased Response.

Stopping of handshakes.
Encouragement of handwashing.

Increased efforts & public
health/emergency resources.

Limiting impact

Attractions closed, events
cancelled/postponed.

Increased
online/e-commerce-can
capacity/capabilities cope
over time?

Greater reliance on technology?

Fear? Reassurance actions?
Cyber vs. physical acts?

Reducing activities - meetings,
etc.

(e.g. How/What realise?)

Tactical

Behavioural

Aggressive measures to contain Self-isolating measures.
&rollback - e.g. in China.
Keeping 'all options open' /
'nothing ruled out'.

Privacy

What doctors do

Death tolls impact on
behaviour/actions.

Opportunity/possibility caps

buffer
Switch to more
of a crisis/
contingencies mindset?

Super-spreader(s)?

Quarantine measures,
distancing by diagnosed

Less tourism/travel

Modify general behaviourgreater, wider awareness?

Individual (as ‘professional’)
(e.g. What/Which realise?)

Personal
(e.g. Who do?)

30mins / 1hr

See book: Intelligence Engineering, pp.67-70.
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MAP3

How to put it all together? #3
Fusion grid = mapping System Attributes/Variables + Levels

for each specified SoS unit of analysis* - e.g. using HSCB model: Human; Social; Cultural; Behavioural
(*show which is selected for focus)
System Attributes/
Variables>
-----------------

‘Levels’ (of interactivity/
implementation/
engineering):

Internal
influences /
factors
‘Who?’ /
‘Which?’

Rationale
‘Why?’

Types +
Forms
‘What?’

Conditions
+ Terms
‘When?’

Trends (+
dynamics/
flows)
‘Where?’

Functions
‘How?’

External
influences /
factors
‘Who?’ / ‘Which?’

Effects +
Outcomes
‘What?’ /
‘S.W.O.T.’

Ideological
(e.g. Ideas/Why realise?)

Theoretical
(e.g. Aspirations/Why do?)

Strategic
(e.g. Directions/How go?)

Policy
(e.g. Aims/Where go?)

Operational
(e.g. How/What realise?)

Tactical
(e.g. How/What do?)

Individual (as
‘professional’)

• Third mapping chart (table) >>>
‘triangulation’
• e.g. enabling drawing on of
results/outputs from other two
previous charts (Maps #1 & #2),
during overall ‘fusion’ activities.
Privacy
buffer

(e.g. What/Which realise?)

Personal
(e.g. Who do?)

See book: A.D.M. Svendsen, Intelligence Engineering (R&L: 2017), pp.70-71.
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MAP4

Key Conclusions & Takeaways
Generating ‘Signifier Node(s)’: What + How to put together?
OVERVIEW SNAPSHOT SUMMARY
At a minimum for context consider + fuse:

(A1) Events - e.g. what? when? where?

(A) ‘Key Actors’ - e.g. who?
(e.g. OC groups, individuals, other ‘targets’, etc.)

(A2) Patterns - e.g. how?
(A3) Drivers - e.g. why?
(B1) Events - e.g. what? when? where?

(B) ‘forces/factors of change’
- e.g. what activity?
(e.g. SOC areas, etc.)

(C) ‘possible change over
time’ - e.g. when? / where?
(e.g. environment, PESTLE/PMESII [SoSD] indicators,
SWOT, etc.)

(B2) Patterns - e.g. how?
(B3) Drivers - e.g. why?
(C1) Events - e.g. what? when? where?
(C2) Patterns - e.g. how?
(C3) Drivers - e.g. why?

Aim = capture: (i) the players; (ii) their relationships; (iii) their drivers (e.g. their means, motives & opportunities).
15mins / 30mins (+ 30mins hot wash-up)

See book: Intelligence Engineering, p.117.
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Conclusions #1
•

IE effectively captures & then
addresses the complexity of
‘multi-everything’ nature of op.
environments:
-

e.g. for ‘M4IS2: multiagency,
multinational,
multidisciplinary,
multidomain information
sharing & sense making’

•

Ranges across & involves: ‘eight
entities [of] commerce,
academic, government, civil
society, media, law
enforcement, military & nongovernment/non-profit.’ (Segell,
2012)

•

Business + enterprise relevance
>>> increasingly self-evident.

Source: Figure 3.2 in E.V. Larson, et al.,
Assessing Irregular Warfare: A framework for
Intelligence Analysis (RAND, 2008), p.25
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Conclusions #2
•

Helps find + fill ‘gaps’ / ‘missing
dimensions’ & ‘join/connect-the-dots’
in + across all domains of activity.

•

IE tools + frameworks = help us move
from:
(i) merely exploiting KNOWNKNOWNs (‘what we know we know’)
>>>
(ii) exploring KNOWN-UNKNOWNs
(‘what we know we do not know’)
>>>
(iii) exposing UNKNOWN-KNOWNs
(‘what we do not know we know’) +
(iv) discovering (potential)
UNKNOWN-UNKNOWNs (‘what we
do not know we do not know’)
domains.

Source: PRISM, 6, no. 3 (2016), p.16
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Conclusions #3
•

•

This INT + knowledge work = useful for:
-

operational-to-strategic early warning;

-

over-the-horizon insights;

-

better keeping ‘ahead of curve of events +
developments’;

-

distinguishing (weak-strong) ‘signals’ from
(overall/background) ‘noise’;

-

maintaining ‘edge’ + ‘initiative’;

-

better filtering, targeting, prioritisation, etc.

So What? IE added value & USPs =
1. Intelligence optimisation tasks & then
2. best event + development transformation.
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Further Insights
Adam D.M. Svendsen, Intelligence Engineering:
Operating Beyond the Conventional (Rowman
& Littlefield /SPIES - Security & Professional
Intelligence Education Series, 2017)
A.D.M. Svendsen, ‘Introducing Intelligence
Engineering: Operating Beyond the
Conventional’, Revista Românâ de Studii de
Intelligence / Romanian Intelligence Studies
Review, 17-18 (Bucharest, Romania: 2017), pp.
205-214 - available via: < https://issuu.com/
animv/docs/rrsi_17_18_en_ro_reduced/206 >
(accessed: October 2019).
Adam D.M. Svendsen, ‘Advancing Intelligence
Engineering: Operating Beyond the
Conventional’, Kungl
Krigsvetenskapsakademiens: Handlingar och
Tidskrift (The Royal Swedish Academy of War
Sciences: Proceedings and Journal), Nr.2
(Stockholm, Sweden: April/June 2018), pp.
178-181
A.D.M. Svendsen (with M. Kruse), ‘Foresight and
the Future of Crime: Advancing Environmental
Scanning Approaches’, chapter in H.L. Larsen,
J.M. Blanco, R. Pastor Pastor, & R.R. Yager
(eds.), Using Open Data to Detect Organized
Crime Threats: Factors Driving Future Crime
(Springer, 2017)

Intelligence Engineering book also available from online retailers, e.g. Amazon

@intstrategist
Find out more via Twitter!

